FROM KOBNÊ TO THE WORLD

RISE UP AGAINST FASCISM
INTERNATIONAL ACTION WEEK
1-8 NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER 1
Demonstrations

NOVEMBER 2-5
Highlighting united struggles

NOVEMBER 6-8
Block Disturb Occupy

www.riseup4rojava.org #RiseUpAgainstFascism
On 1st November 2014, millions of people around the world took to the streets to express their solidarity with the heroic resistance of Kobanê. With the resistance of Kobanê - which was to become the beginning of the end of the self-proclaimed caliphate of Daesh (ISIS) - a global movement of solidarity, resistance and common struggle began to grow, which today organises itself across all borders and defends its hope. The revolution of Rojava became the hope and inspiration for people and struggles worldwide. As long as Turkish fascism is not defeated, ISIS will continue to be a threat and the Rojava Revolution will be under attack. That is why our united struggle is so important in order to

#RiseUpAgainstFascism
and

#SmashTurkishFascism

The Rojava Revolution in Northern Syria with its pillars of women's liberation, radical democracy and social ecology embodies the hope for a dignified, just and free life in the 21st century

It is also your Revolution!

We call for an international week of actions between 1-8 November. We know that the struggle against fascism and for another world can only be won by united struggle.

**Action Days**

1st November Demonstrations on World Kobane Day
2-5 November Highlighting struggles uniting us globally
2nd Antifascism
3rd Women's Liberation
4th Ecology
5th Anti-imperialist and anticolonial struggles
6-8 November Block, Disturb, Occupy all places of cooperation with Turkish fascism